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Objective. To describe the clinical course of critically ill children with confirmed pandemic influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 (H1N1) infection 
in a southern African paediatric intensive care unit (PICU), and to compare them with a similar group with respiratory virus infections 
other than H1N1 admitted to the same PICU during the same period.
Methods. A retrospective descriptive study of all patients admitted to a PICU in Cape Town, South Africa, who tested positive for H1N1 
and other respiratory viruses from 1 August to 30 September 2009.
Results. A total of 19 children in 20 PICU admissions tested positive for H1N1 (Group 1). Of these, 14 (70%) had major comorbidities 
and 4 tested positive for another respiratory virus. Five (26.3%) children in this group died and seven (36.8%) had nosocomial infection. 
Eight patients in nine PICU admissions who tested H1N1-negative (Group 2), tested positive for other respiratory viruses. Of these, five 
(55.6%) had major comorbidities. None in this group died. Children in Group 1 had significantly longer ICU stays, ventilator days and 
worse indices of organ dysfunction than those in Group 2. 
Conclusions. Children admitted to the PICU with confirmed H1N1 tended to have longer ICU stays, prolonged ventilation, more severe 
organ dysfunction and higher mortality than those with other respiratory viruses. Hospitalisation was identified as a major risk factor 
for chronically ill children to acquire H1N1 infection requiring intensive care in our setting.
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The first case of ‘swine flu’ 
(pandemic influenza A(H1N1)
pdm09 (H1N1)) in South 
Africa (SA) was diagnosed 
on 17 June 2009.[1] Red Cross 

War Memorial Children’s Hospital (RCWMCH) 
in Cape Town, SA, was part of a sentinel 
epidemiological testing site to monitor the 
pandemic in SA. The first case of H1N1 at 
RCWMCH was confirmed on 3 August 2009, 
following which a further 92 children at 
RCWMCH tested positive for the virus until 
the end of September 2009.

Surveillance data of the 2009 H1N1 
epidemic in SA supplied by the SA National 
Institute of Communicable Diseases[2] show 
that there were 12 636 laboratory-confirmed 
cases during the period May - December 2009, 
with the peak incidence in early August and a 
rapid decline towards the end of September 
2009. The incidence rate of laboratory-
confirmed cases was 25.6 and 39.5 per 100  000 
population in SA and the Western Cape 
Province, respectively. There were 93 recorded 
deaths associated with the outbreak nation-
ally (about 0.7%). The weekly incidence of 
laboratory-confirmed cases at RCWMCH was 
similar to the national trend (Fig. 1).

Early studies of critically ill children with 
H1N1 infection from northern[3-9] and 

southern hemi sphere[10-13] countries showed 
that  younger children and those with pre-
existing chronic medical conditions were at 
greater risk of more severe disease, including 
shock, multi-organ failure and higher mortality. 

The initial wave of the 2009 flu pandemic 
in the northern hemisphere countries took 
place during their spring and summer 
months, which coincided with the end of 
their seasonal influenza season, whereas 
in the southern hemisphere the epidemic 
started in the winter months and coincided 
with the seasonal outbreaks of other 
respiratory viral infections, including 

seasonal influenza. Few data exist as to what 
extent the clinical picture of H1N1 differed 
from that of the seasonal respiratory virus 
infections in children, and what the effect 
of the 2009 flu pandemic was on paediatric 
critical care resources in southern Africa. 
Such data would help in planning optimal 
use of paediatric critical care resources in a 
country with limited resources and limited 
ability to test for respiratory virus infections, 
leaving clinicians to make decisions about 
clinical care and resource allocation 
purely on clinical grounds rather than in 
conjunction with laboratory testing.
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Fig. 1. The prevalence of seasonal and pandemic H1N1 (pH1N1) influenza A at RCWMCH and 
the paediatric intensive care unit (PICU) from April to September 2009. 
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This was the first study of critically ill children with H1N1 infection 
in southern Africa. 

Objectives
The objectives of this study were to describe the clinical course of 
children managed in the paediatric intensive care unit (PICU) at 
RCWMCH with laboratory-confirmed H1N1 infection, and to compare 
the clinical course of these children with a cohort of other respiratory 
viral isolates admitted to the PICU during the same period. 

Methods
This was a retrospective descriptive study of all children admitted to 
the PICU at RCWMCH from 1 August to 30 September 2009, who tested 
positive for the following respiratory viruses: H1N1, seasonal influenza 
A, influenza B, parainfluenza 1/2/3, rhinovirus, respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV), human metapneumovirus (HMPV) and adenovirus. 

Patients were tested for the above respiratory viruses if they met 
the clinical case definition for a moderate or severe acute respiratory 
infection (SARI),[14] had household contact with suspected H1N1 
infection, or at the discretion of the PICU consultant. The children 
were divided into two groups, Group 1 being those who tested 
positive for the H1N1 virus, and Group 2 those who tested positive 
for respiratory viruses other than H1N1.

Non-directed bronchial alveolar lavage specimens, tracheal aspirates 
or nasopharyngeal aspirates obtained as part of standard practice were 
submitted to the virology laboratory of the National Health Laboratory 
Services at Groote Schuur Hospital, Cape Town, for detection of 
respiratory viruses. Initially samples were tested using the Multiplex 7 
virus polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Seeplex RV detection kit, 
Seegene, Seoul, Korea), with influenza A-positive samples typed with 
supplementary primers included in the kit. In mid-August 2009, testing 
was changed to H1N1-specific screening using an Advanced Realtime 
PCR kit (Luminex Molecular Diagnostics, Inc., Toronto, Canada) for 
Swine H1N1 influenza. Negatives were tested by respiratory viral PCR 
(RV-PCR) the following day. In mid-September 2009, the real-time 
screening was stopped and testing was resumed with RV-PCR.

Every patient admitted to the PICU with a SARI or proven H1N1 
infection during the study period was given a 5-day course of the 
neuraminidase inhibitor, oseltamivir, which was extended in some 
patients who had prolonged illness and who continued to test 
positive for the H1N1 virus. 

The following data were collected and recorded on an Excel 2007 
(Microsoft Corporation, USA) spreadsheet: patient demographics 
(age, gender, address), clinical observations (temperature, weight, 
nutritional status, daily fluid balance, primary diagnoses and 
comorbidities), treatment (including antimicrobial treatment, 
oseltamivir, corticosteroids, diuretics, mode of respiratory support 
and use of inotropes), special investigations (arterial blood gases, 
blood electrolytes, full blood count and liver function tests, tests 
for respiratory viruses and bacterial co-infections and inflammatory 
markers), measures of oxygenation (oxygenation index, PaO2:FiO2 

ratio on admission), Pediatric Index of Mortality Score (PIM2) on 
admission, daily Pediatric Logistic Organ Dysfunction (PELOD) 
score, duration of PICU stay and mechanical ventilation, and PICU 
mortality. Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation was not available.

Full approval for the study was obtained from the Human Research 
Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Health Sciences, University of 
Cape Town. The study adhered to the provisions laid down in the 
Declaration of Helsinki (2013).[15]

Analysis
Data were tested for normality using Kolmogorov Smirnov and 
Lilliefors tests. Data were not normally distributed and were there-
fore presented as median (interquartile range (IQR)) or proportions 
for categorical variables. Chi-square tests (for categorical data), with 
Yates correction for cells values <10, and the Mann-Whitney U-test 
(for continuous data) were used for comparisons between Groups 1 
and 2, and between survivors and non-survivors in Group 1. The 
Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance (ANOVA) by ranks was used to 
assess differences among multiple variables. Statistica version 10 
(2011) (StatSoft Inc., USA) was used for data analysis. A significance 
level of p<0.05 was chosen.

Results
Nineteen children in 20 PICU admissions tested positive for H1N1 
during the study period (Group 1), comprising 20.2% of the total 
H1N1-positive children presenting to RCWMCH (both in- and 
outpatients). 

Three patients in Group 1 were co-infected with rhinovirus, and 
one was co-infected with adenovirus. Eight children in nine PICU 
admissions tested positive for a respiratory virus other than H1N1 
(Group 2), namely: rhinovirus (n=4, 50%); rhinovirus plus influenza B 
(n=1), rhinovirus plus seasonal influenza A (n=1, 12.5%), RSV plus 
seasonal influenza A (n=1, 12.5%) and adenovirus alone (n=1, 12.5%).

Table 1 summarises the clinical features of patients in Group 1 and 
Group 2, and also compares survivors and non-survivors in Group 1. 
The median age of H1N1-infected children was 12 months, with 
only three patients older than three years. Both sexes were equally 
prone to severe H1N1 infection. Despite seven of the eight patients 
in Group 2 being male, the difference in gender distribution between 
groups did not reach statistical significance (Table 1).

In Group 1, the underlying reasons precipitating PICU admission were 
respiratory failure from pneumonia (n=14), elective cardiac surgery (n=3), 
laryngotracheobronchitis (n=1), severe burns (n=1) and trauma from 
a motor vehicle accident (n=1). The reasons for PICU admission of the 
children in Group 2 were pneumonia (n=3), laryngotracheobronchitis 
(n=3), Guillain-Barre syndrome (n=1), septic shock in a child who had a 
previous liver transplant (n=1) and seizures and obstructive hydrocephalus 
from tuberculous meningitis (n=1). Both groups of patients had a high 
incidence of comorbidities. The rate of HIV and bacterial co-infections was 
not significantly different between the two groups (Table 1).

Seven children (36.8%) in Group 1 had a presumed nosocomially 
acquired respiratory virus infection, defined as having first evidence 
(clinically or by laboratory confirmation) of a respiratory virus 
infection at least 72 hours after hospital admission, whereas none 
of the patients in Group 2 acquired infection nosocomially (p<0.05) 
(Table 1). Of the seven who likely acquired the H1N1 infection 
nosocomially, one was transferred from a regional hospital for PICU 
care. Three others had been admitted to the cardiac ward awaiting 
cardiac surgery, where pre- and postoperative cardiac surgery 
patients co-habited. They had no preoperative symptoms or signs of a 
respiratory virus infection, had not received prophylactic oseltamivir, 
underwent elective cardiac surgery and had a postoperative course 
in the PICU complicated by pneumonia, with prolonged periods of 
ventilation and PICU stay. All three had bacterial co-infections. Three 
other children with chronic medical conditions (end-stage renal 
failure, chronic lung disease, epilepsy) had been inpatients in general 
paediatric wards for long-term care where no isolation facilities were 
available to protect patients at risk from nosocomial infections.
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Indices of illness severity and multi-organ involvement were higher 
in Group 1 than in Group 2 on admission, with median admission 
PELOD score and serum lactate 11 v. 1 (p=0.02) and 1.1 v. 0.8 (p=0.02), 
respectively (Table 1). A similar percentage of patients in both groups 
required invasive ventilation and, although patients in Group 1 had 
longer durations of ventilation than patients in Group 2 (5 v. 1 median 

ventilator days), this was not statistically significant (Table 1). Of 
clinical importance was that patients in Group 1 had worse indices of 
oxygenation on day 3 of ventilation than those in Group 2, as suggested 
by higher median oxygenation index (OI) (6.07 v. 1.98; p=0.008) and 
lower median PaO2:FIO2 ratio (170.16 v. 306.67; p=0.002) (Table 1).

The predicted PICU mortality according to the median PIM2 

Table 1. Patient characteristics*

H1N1-positive (Group 1) H1N1-negative (Group 2)

Total
(n=19; 20 
admissions)

ICU survivors
(n=14; 15 
admissions)

ICU non-
survivors (n=5) p-value†

Total (n=8; 9 
admissions) p-value‡

Age (months) 12 (1 - 100) 12 (1 - 90) 18 (3 - 100) 0.5 12 (7 - 25) 0.6

Gender (n), M:F 9:10 6:8 3:2 0.9 7:1 0.1

Hospital-acquired infections 7 (35) 5 (33) 2 (40) 0.4 0 0.047

Pre-ICU oseltamivir 4 (20) 4 (28.5) 0 (0) 0.5 0 0.7

Mortality 5 (25) 0 5 0.3 0 0.26

PIM2 0.059
(0.0005 - 0.714)

0.059
(0.0005 - 0.714)

0.065
(0.002 - 0.593)

0.7 0.055
(0.0004 - 0.59)

0.8

Admission PELOD score 11 (0 - 22) 11 (0 - 22) 11 (1 - 22) 0.6 1 (0 - 11) 0.02

PICU stay (days) 8 (1 - 27) 7 (2 - 16) 17 (1 - 27) 0.1 6 (0 - 11) 0.4

Invasive ventilation (days) 17 (85) 12 (80) 5 (100) 0.7 8 (89) 0.8

Ventilator days 5 (0 - 27) 4 (0 - 11) 17 (1 - 27) 0.05 1 (0 - 11) 0.9

Day 3 PaO2:FiO2 170.16
(67.4- 352.3)

175
(69.3 - 352.3)

101.64
(67.4 - 178.7)

0.07 306.7
(170.6 - 493.3)

0.002

Day 3 OI 6.07
(0.44 - 16.97)

5.07
(0.44 - 16.97)

16.30
(1.01 - 22.41)

0.07 1.98
(0.30 - 7.08)

0.008

Significant comorbidities 16 (80) 12 (85) 4 (80) 0.7 6 (75) 0.3

HIV infection 3 (5.2) 2 (14.3) 1 (20) 0.7 1 (12.5) 0.8

Inotropes 7 (35) 5 (33.3) 2 (40) 0.8 1 (11.1) 0.4

Lowest white cell count during ICU stay (×109/L) 5.3 (1.1 - 9.7) 6.4 (1.2 - 9.7) 4.9 (1.1 - 9.4) 0.3 6.2 (2.0 - 8.3) 0.8

Lactate on admission (mmol/L) 1.1 (0.6 - 16.0) 1.0 (0.7 - 9.1)* 1.2 (0.6 - 16.0) 0.8 0.8 (0.5 - 2.2) 0.02

C-reactive protein <48 hours (mg/L) 64.5 (6.7 -379.0) 49.0 (6.7 - 148.0) 120.0 (9.4 - 379.0) 0.2 15.0 (6.8 - 68.0) 0.1

Bacterial co-infection 9 (45) 6 (40) 3 (60) 0.8 5 (55) 0.9

* Continuous data are presented as median (range); categorical data as n (%).
† Comparing H1N1-infected survivors v. non-survivors. 
‡ Comparing H1N1-negative patients with all H1N1-positive patients.

Table 2. Summary of characteristics of the patients with H1N1 influenza A who died (n=5)

Patient
Age 
(months)

Nutritional status 
(weight-for-age) Comorbidities Bacterial sepsis

Type of 
ventilation

PICU stay 
(days)

Immediate cause of 
death

1 5 Normal Nil Nil IPPV 1 Tension pneumothorax

2 20 UWFA Obstructive sleep apnoea, 
cor pulmonale Nil

HFOV 27 ARDS, pulmonary 
hypertension

3 18 Normal Disseminated tuberculosis,
Previous RSV / rhinovirus A 
infection
Ebstein-Barr Virus infection Nil

HFOV 8 Bullous lung disease, 
pneumothorax

4 3 UWFA HIV, preterm Enterococcus, 
Acinetobacter baumannii

HFOV 18 Nosocomial bacterial 
sepsis with ARDS

5 100 Normal 70% total body surface area 
burn 

Haemophilus influenzae, 
Acinetobacter baumannii, 
Pseudomonas, Ralstonia 

IPPV 17 Nosocomial 
bacterial sepsis with 
shock

UWFA = underweight for age; IPPV = intermittent positive pressure ventilation; HFOV = high-frequency oscillation ventilation; ARDS = acute respiratory distress syndrome.
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scores was similar for both groups (Table 1). Five (26.3%) children 
infected with H1N1 died: three as a result of respiratory failure, 
and two from overwhelming sepsis (Table 2). Four of the patients 
who died had major comorbidities (Table 2). No deaths occurred 
in Group 2 (p=0.3). There were no significant differences between 
survivors and non-survivors in Group 1 (Table 1). 

Discussion
This is the first study from SA to describe children severely affected 
by the 2009 H1N1 pandemic and who required PICU admission. The 
RCWMCH PICU admission rate (22%) for H1N1-positive children was 
comparable with the 9.3 - 26.0% reported from Canada[7] and the 
USA[16] during the outbreak. 

Although small patient numbers precluded identification of risk 
factors for H1N1 infection or mortality, it is notable that 80% of 
critically ill children with H1N1 had major comorbid conditions, 
including HIV infection (Table 1). Other centres around the world 
have also reported that children with comorbidities such as asthma 
and neurological or developmental conditions were at particular 
risk of severe H1N1 disease, and at greater risk of dying from 
H1N1 infection.[16,17] Bacterial co-infection has been reported as a 
major risk factor for mortality in studies from nearly every major 
influenza pandemic, including the 2009 pandemic.[5,11,16] A high 
proportion of our patients, particularly in the H1N1-positive group, 
had documented or suspected bacterial co-infection (Table 1).

The H1N1 outbreak had an immediate effect on the availability of 
PICU beds for elective surgery during August 2009. In accordance 
with the hospital’s escalation plan, all elective surgery cases 
requiring postoperative PICU admission were cancelled for a 
2-week period during the peak of the pandemic in the Western 
Cape, during which time period the PICU ran at 100% occupancy. 
Fortunately, the number of H1N1-positive patients declined rapidly 
during September 2009 and the elective surgery list could return 
to normal. Some other centres have also commented that the 
pandemic placed strain on critical care resources.[18,19]

Patients with H1N1 infection admitted to the PICU had more severe 
organ dysfunction and disease severity compared with the H1N1-
negative group, as evidenced by higher admission PELOD scores and 
poorer oxygenation on day 3. Although clinical outcome measures 
were not found to be statistically different, children in the H1N1 
group had clinically significantly longer durations of PICU stay and 
mechanical ventilation, as well as higher mortality. Observations from 
other countries have been varied, with some countries reporting higher 
mortality rates and more severe illness among critically ill children 
with p(H1N1) disease,[5,18-20] whereas some countries have reported 
lower disease acuity and mortality rates than expected, particularly if 
compared with the previous seasonal influenza seasons.[21,22] 

The mortality rate of children with H1N1 was 26.3%, whereas mortality 
rates in other PICUs have been between 0% (Netherlands)[23] and 39% 
(Argentina).[18] Of the children who died, four had major underlying 
comorbidities and none tested positive for any other respiratory virus. 

The high rate of presumed nosocomially acquired H1N1 infection 
is concerning, but not unexpected in the context of lack of isolation 
and cohorting facilities, and the fact that an effective vaccine was 
not yet available in our hospital at the outbreak of the epidemic. The 
neuraminidase inhibitor oseltamivir also only became available for 
prophylaxis for exposed H1N1 contacts half-way through the epidemic. 
Once available, four of the children admitted to PICU had received 
oseltamivir prior to PICU admission, and all four survived to discharge.

Conclusion
Children admitted to an SA PICU with H1N1 infection had evidence 
of more severe inflammatory disease, greater organ dysfunction 
and worse respiratory indices, and had poorer outcome in terms of 
PICU stay and mortality rate compared with children admitted to the 
PICU with other respiratory viruses. Comorbities and co-infection 
with bacterial pathogens were common. These findings are similar 
to those of other studies of critically ill children in other centres in 
the world, particularly from the southern hemisphere, relating to 
the 2009 swine flu pandemic. 

This study also highlights the problem of hospital-acquired 
pandemic influenza infections in a setting of a tertiary hospital 
with a high bed occupancy rate, emphasising the potential 
for acquisition of these viruses by hospitalised children with 
significant comorbidities. Attention must be paid to implementing 
appropriate infection control procedures in order to prevent cross-
infection in case of future pandemics.
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